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: SUKKARY ’ 

A series of round rods of the same diameter were ro- 
tated indivfdually about the mid-point of each rod. Vor- 
tices are shed from the rods when in motion, giving rise 
to the emisskon of sound. With the rotating system placed - - 
in the open air, the distribution of sound in space, the 
acoustical power output, and the spectral distribution 
have been studies. The frequency of emission of vortices 

m 4 from any ooint on the rod is shown to be given by the for- 
mula of van K&m&. From the spectrum estimates are made 
of the distributlon.of acoustical paver along the rQd, the -- 

- . . amount of air concerned in sound productioil, the "equiva- - :. 
lent size" of the vortices, and the acoustical energy con- c tent for each vortex. c 

1 IBTRODQGTION 

The flow of air past stretched wires has been known 
for many centuries to produce musical tones, and this 
phenomenon forms the basis of the ancient Aeolian harp. 
This instrument consisted of a nunber of taut wires of 
graduated lengths fastened to a frame. The device was 
placed in a location subject to strong drafts and a 5uc- 

cession of pure tones resulted as the air spee-d changed in .- 
magnitude. -_ 

, 
. 

'. 

The first investigator to exanine this -phenomenon wag 
Strouhal (reference 1). He attached vertical wires to a 
drum in such a may that they coulrl be rotated about an ax- -- 
is parallel to their length. He. found the goneratod fre- 
quencies to be independent of the m&teridl',~len~~th, and--- 
tension of the wire, and that they depended only on the -. 
speed of rotation and the diameter of the sire. -‘The gen-- 
erated freouency proved to be _ ._._ -- 

l a f = 0.185 f cycles ., 
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where V is the- relat;ive v,eYlo.city of the w-ire and the me- 
dium and d is the wire diameter. 

Lord RayleIgh showed that the wire itself-partook of 
the vibration to a slight extent, and that the oscillation 
took place at right angles to the wind (reference 2). Xhen 
the wire was tuned to the frequency f, the sound was 
greatly reinforced and the vibration perpendicular to the 
wind increased. This condition obtains in the Aeolian 
harp. 

Vpn R&rm& and Rubach,wsre the first to sug:neat a ra- 
tIona1 exRlana,tiop of the singing pf wlrea (reference 3). 
Their investigation of the,$-tabilit;P of a row of vortices 
shed froman obstacle in anair strewn showed that the rev 
could exist only tinder certain conditions, vj e, if the 
vortices were released alternately from opposite sides of 
the obstacle at such a rate' that the frequency 

f = 0.194 5 cycles& 

where the symbols have the same significance as before. 
The alternation of release .accounts for t;lc vibration of 
the wires perpendicular to the air stream and the coeffi- 
cient 0.194 is in good agreement iith Strouhal's eqeri- 
mental value O.lS5. 

. 
Relf re-examined th'e whole question experimentally 

wi.th respect to vortices (reference 4). ‘ie found that the 
freqnency of vort'ex formation' behind wires immersed in 
liouids was given by the von K6rm& formula; he repeated 
the work of S.trouhai and obtained practically the same co- 
efficient in the frequency formala. 

Richardson tried obstacles of different sha?cd cross 
sections fn liquids of widely different viscosities and 
obtained substantially the same results (reference 5). 

Fage and Johansen (reference 6). -5nv.estigating the 
air flow behind flat plates, found the coefficie-nt to be 
close to 0.15 provided that the quantity it was ta.ken as 
the width of the plate projected perpendicularly across 
the air stream. 

Tyler, using a vibration ga$vanometer, studied. the 
frequency of vortex release behind cylinders, plates and 

c 
, 

* 
m 
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airfoils'in 'air and ih -liquids (reference. 7). His 'results' 
with cylinders showed -riothiag:"new, @or piat'es.-'~e-'obta;5.nea- 
a coeffici'ent' of O.-l58 .-a'nd' for 'air,foils', 6.150. ---?Th~i$~‘vaf-'- 
ue of the coefficieri't'holas for aii'irfo'il only when-it is. 
placed at large angles to the air stream, say from 30° to 
900. Below 30°,.the, coeffic.ient varies y.i,dely. 

.',-' . . ; ,- .; . '1. 
- The von K&m& frequency formula is thus well estab- 

lished for nsarly all shapes of obstacles, wi,th the ercep- 
tsori of. airfoils' at ilo.rnal angles' oFattack,: *. : . ' ..: __-_ - 

In the case .of a full-size propeller biade; &n hppre_ 
ciable fraction of' the tot.81 aco'ustical. power %tput armi.se.s 
from-the release bf.vortices. -Since a dif-fer'ent- freouency. 
is em!tted for every radius, the resulting sound’ spectrum.:. 
is continuous from zero'freouency to some' definite frequen- 
cy at which the spectrum stops. . :.-' - 

In order, to obt'a.in information of -this ty@e-of sound 
under simpler- conditJa'ns'than~obt.Rfn~sd with airfoils, a 
study, was made of the sound 'emission.fro'm cylindrical rods- 
rotated about the.Pr 'mid-point. _, 

. . 
,. . . 

EXPERI&RFTAL ARRAXGESXT 

” ” .” .- 

One-half fnch diameter' cylindrical'ro*ds we-r8 used. 
The ends were cut off sauarely. The rods were divided in 
the middle for ins.ertfon into~a metal hub; from tiP t0 tip 
ths lengths of the rods were &2,,'18, and'24 fnches. 

.'s . 
The rods were mounted in,k vertic6l,p!&ane-at tbc end 

of a 36-inch horizontal shaft; 
horsepotier electric' motor-. 

they-were driven-by a-l/4- F1 
T'he'entire system was mounted. 

on a:wooden frame at-a. height of about 6 feet from, the 
ground. Vith this arrangement, tip speeds ug- to 50-60',me-I 
ters per second could be attained. The frame was placed 
outdoors during the course of the experiments to eliminate 
reflection from walls. 

The sound was picked up by an electrodynamic mfcro- 
phone and amplified in the conventional manner. Where 
necessary, analyses were made.wfth the F.A.C.A. analyzer 
(reference 8). The interpretation of such analyses where 
the spectrum is perfectly continuous is to some egtent un- 
certain; i.e., it is not definitely known whether a large 
amplftude at a certain frequency on the record is actual'lly 
the result of a large sound pressure at that frequency or 
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is the result of regularity of.emission at< that ,fre.qu.ency- 
by comparison with ad.Jacent., pr.e,nyepc.ie8,....,U,~t:iJ,. f,urther., - .._ 
information is available ,. .i,.t +l...be ,assumed:. in. th!a, p.aper 
that the records give :tru.e sound: pr,essu.res.. 0 : ;.. -. 

,.I. I. . . i '. i '1 I I *. . . . . a ..y ._ : . .., _. . .- . 
DISTBI~uTI~N+ Or'--;;;)u.&D- ~;bu~-'.$-E-' RbD'S 

. .~ . . " . . ,_ . . * L - . . . ., . . ? : ,. .:..: . . . . c,; '.. 
,. . . r ,. : ,. r 

L 

:. 

Observations.' of so.~$&,,p-es~~u~~..-'~~bro~ ihe;.&-inch'.$o.d 1 
when rotating at 2.8'0'6 rev'oiution'b“pe~r" mi'nute' 'gav'e' t<e 
di stri,but.$on sbpwn, !p,: figure l....:, J?h,.is ,,type o.p.;pol.ar &is- 
gr.am woul$ be .expected if. the.,.vor.t.tce+-on .the. tw,o.fac.ee of 
the rotat,ion. disk, were o.f oppos'i%e s.igp, $n a&cor.dance 
vith the von:Xa'rm&a c’~nc8.ptLop’bf’Yortex .pml'ssion; de- 
structive interference ~w:oul.d'.hav,e,ifs maximum effect in 
the plane of rotation. . 

All rotating, sgstems..s)loon this .dJ.s.tribution for vor- 
tex noise pr0vided.tha.t no abstacle. of-appreciable si%e.is 
close 'enough to disturb..the diag:ram.. $f, for. example, EL 
large driving motor is present. dare.c,tly behind the,ro.tat- 
ing member, the diagram will retain the correct shape in 
front but will be distorted toward the rear. .,.. .: 

ACOUSTICAL PQFZR OUTPUT I: I' 
. . I . . . .-. 

If the di'str$butf.!o;n,of sound pressure about the rodis 
is assumed to be a p-erfect figure of eight, it becomes- I.'- 
po.ssible tc measure, the power output in sound from pres- 
sure measurements at'one angular position, say along the 
axis' of' rotation.' Phii total power output will then-be one 
half of~.tliat'cdmput.ed'on the basis of a circular dlstribu- 
tion,' since the tirea of a figure of eight is one half that 
of'.the 'circumscribed circle., 

" Pressure measurements were-taken along the axis of 
rotation at distances of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, -and 64 feet 
from the 18-inch rod rotating.3,050 times a minute. The 
prodticti"of sound pressure and distance.should be a con- 
stant'if the inverse-square law is obeyed; this condition 
must be satisfied in order that the equ.ations for power 
transmission may apply. The table shows the behavior of 
this product, 

i . - 
I 

, .i 

-. 

r’ 
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Distance, So.und pressure, 
feet bars 

1.275. 1 
2 ,863 
4 .468 
8 .242 

16 .120 
32 .C825 
64 .G375. 

Product, 
bari-f'eet 

-. 1.275 
1.725 
-1.95 
1.935 
1.92 -. 

: 2.64 
2.40 

The inverse-square law is approximately obeyed,be-. 
taeen 4 and 64 feet, inclusive. .-The mean value of the 
product in this range is 2.179 bars-feet, or 66.4 bars- 
centimeter. d circulkr aistribufion would yield a value - 
of 66 microwatts for the power output. - -- . The true power In 
sound is therefore 33 mnicrowatts at the speed used, 3;ECJ 
r.p.m. 

* Observaffons were taken of the sound pressure at a 
distance of 6 feet In order to observe the effect of vary- 
ing the rotational speed. The results are she-%n in the 
table. 

Speed, 
Il.p.m, 

980 
1200 
1400 
1600 
1800 
2cJoo 
2200 
2405 
2620 
2P30 
3G35 

Sound 
pressure, 

bare 

Acoustical 
output, 

microwatts 

0.0075 
:045 030 

:OS25 0675 
.120 
.158 
.203 
.255 
. 316 
,360 : 

-- - 0.0135 
-. 22 
;48 

"1, og __ 
-1.63 

-. 3.46 
6.GO 

- --10.00 -- 
15.6 .- 

_i_ .i&;o - 
:.31.2 

= - 

A plot of this relation shows that the -power output 
in sound is proportional to the 5-l/2 power of the rota- 
tional speed. 

-. 
Belative observations, mere also maae of the sound 

-pressure from the 12-inch and. 24-inch rods. The increase. 
in sound pressure with tip speed is shown in figure 2. 
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The relation i.s. : 

Power output in.sound = (constant) I (tip speed)"' 
where 2 is the length of the rod. Thus the controlling 
factor that determines the amount of sound is shown to be 
not the rotation scee~d but the tip speed. l9h.d a.t #& &. 

SPECTRUM OF THE NOISE 

Spectrograms .of the vortex s'o'und-obtained with the 
N.A.C.A. sound analyzer are.shown' in figure 3. These rec- 
ords describe the .frequsncg distributionof the sounil when 
the 24-fnch rod was rotated at four rotational speeds: 
1,080; 1,250; 1,750; and 2T250'r.p.m. The spectra all 
show.one maxfmum.which moves out to' higher frequencies as 
the rotational speed increases. 

Strouhal (reference l), who worked with Line wires 
stretched .around the circumference of a di-uri In such a way 
that their motion was perpendFcular to their length, found 
that the generated frequency was given by 

n = 0.185 $~cYcleyu . 

where V is the relative velocity of wire and medium and 
d is the diameter of the ovire. 

A rotating rod' should therefore generate all fr-equen- 
cfes fz?uB zero to a maximum determined by the value of V 
at the tip (neglecting the effect of the square ends). The 
maximum frequencies to be expected in the case of the rec- 
ords in figure 3 are: 

Rotational 
speed, V nrnax’ 
r.p.m. cm /sec. cyclas 

1080 3460 532 
1250 4000 615 
1750 5620 863 
2250 7210 1105 

A line has been drawn across the records at nmax' 
* 

. ’ 

c 

.- 
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in all cases the lin?? is noticsably past the maximum am- 
plitude; it is evident, nevortLeloss, that the formula 
gives the frequencies generated wit:: fair accuracy. 

The form of the qave from any given point on the rod 
cannot be very complex for the spectra never- extend be-yonh 
the frequency 2 nmr7,x. The most that can be said. is that 
the vafro contains an appreciable amount of the second har- 
monic. . _ 

As a further check upon the freauency-formulas, spec- 
tra were recorded of the sound from all t,hkeee?oas,- rotat- - .- _ ing at the same tip speed (5,040 cestine3ZF'Zger se,??). 
~The expected. maximum frequency should be the 3rme i.2 all 
cases, 780 cycles. Figure 4 sho+s 'the thre‘e records ob- 
tained; tha spectra are seen to cccu$y -tRe same FFre-$iencT-- --- 
region. Ore feature of particular interest ii--+b-esKY?FE-Z--- 
ords is the growth of the isolate.& froqusncy-a't -fheTtQt 

r of the record. This frequency is absant in fhe C&sa of 
the most slowly revolving rod (24 inches id<&"j-. -95&--l 8- 

J' inch rod shows a trace of 70 cycl.-es, twice the re.voEiion~- : - . . speed; whereas the 12-inch and most rapidly- rotating rod 
exhibits a very pronounced component at 100 c,vcle~~-‘n~~- - 
twice the revolution speed. Tize am-lituda of thfs pure 
note evidently de5end.s upon 't-he ro.tatior%l and not t';le--tip 
speed, In both cases wiore the Ilcte was #resent, if.Fas- 
inaudible. --. -_ 

The spectra observed with rods of l/&inch instead of 
l/2-inch diameters were tia sGiae.sha?e, but tLe frequenz- 
ties were twice as great, in agreement with the Strouhal 
formula. ? --.. - .-___ 

Specj,&ly designed rods were constructed width a small - cvlindrical sepu one portion of %e rod only the e 
remRiad.er being thiniler and of a. shnpo rreduca diag. It 
Fas hoped by such means to obtain a more ?Fi-ess itiolated- 
peti in the spectrum corresponding to th.e emission of a 
very narrow band of frequencies from -the .cglindrica?'K @or- 
tion. T3ie peak you16 permit a more exact verifica-tion Of 
the frequency formulas. All such attcmots were unsuccesa- z 
IQJ.. 1~1 no case was a large onough peak fo&nar the 
ex:poctod position to ascriba it, vrithouf question, to the 
action of the cylinder. -Until furthor information-is 
available, the fornnllas may, therefore, be taken es car- 
rect. 
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PRSSSURE FIELD ABOUT TYE ROD 

If the Strouhal-von G&m& formula is teken as cor- 
rect.for every point on the rod, it becomes.evident that 

considered non as a function of dis- 
must be cuely associated withthe 

d_istribution of preisu5.e ‘~ZQL~ 
_-... -- .-.-. 

g....the rorC.~..-lin__mp.tFb;lc, 

Accordingly, the pressure fields surrounding the rods 
were studied with a microphone a short distance from the 
rods: In order to diminish the effective area of the mi- 
crophone and obta.in more exact point-by-point pressure 
reading6, a cap was fitted over the microphone completely 
onclosing it. and a short tube was fitted into the cap. The 
o?en endsof th-e tube was then used as the pressure probe 
to replace the microphone. The open end of- the tube was 
kept at a fixed distance from the plane of rotation. 

The variation of the pressure field at any point for 
any rod is shoan in figure 5. The magnitude of the prss- 
sure variation is proportional to. the 1.36 power of the * 

rotational speed. 

Tne distributions of pressure along the 12-inch rod 
for four speeds are shown in figure 6. In ascending order 
the speeds are: 1,500; 2,250; 2,700; and 3,500 r.p.m. The 
maximum pressure at the highest speed was 11,150 bars. The 
position of maximum pressure gradually shifts aTay from 
the tip as the speed is raised. 

Similar data taken with the other two rods show the 
existence of the following relation: 

pressure at x = constant to. 76 - ,1.35 
xq z\ 

c 1; 

where x is linear distance measured from the hub. The 
.. 2 

function cp($) may be of the general form eMk 1, . ( 
f I The 

exact form of qg is indeterminate to the extent that 
our knowledge of the accuracy of the frequency formula is 

incomplete; i.e., the length of rod is a rather indefinite 
quantity with respect to the extent of the pressure field. 

A comparison of the curves of-Xlgure 6 with the spec- 
tra of figures 3 and 4 shows a qualitative similarity be- 
tween the pressure field and sound 'pressure, considered as 
fUnC!tiOnS Of X. 

. 

, l 

,- 

. 
.L 
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DISTRIRUTION OB ACOUSTICAL PO!YER AL'ONG ROD 
. _ 

It is known from a previous section that the 18-inch 
rod when rotating about 2,800 times a minute emits about 
24 microwatts in sound. It should be podsible to effect a 
division of this power among the-frequency bands, andso 
distribute the ,power as a function of distance along the 
rod. 

A difficulty immediately arises owing to the fact 
that the spectrum appears continuous. Any section of the 
rod large enough to include a'vortex. Gould therefore ap- 
pear to be the source of an infinite amount of acoustical 
power. The difficulty is only apparent, however, as may 
be tieen from the f.ollo+itig argumetit. The release of a 
single vortex is accompanied.by a single preseure-aisturb- 
ante. Both phenomena are independnt 0.f happenings imme- 
diately adjacent to ,the released vor7texi-the -result is -- 

- that the emitted sound is not composed of regular wav-eY 
trains but of isolated pressure impulses. -.Frorn instant to 
instant the configuration o'f vortices on the rod changes 
in an irregular fashion, with the result that over a peri- 
od of time required for the analyzer to.pass its own band 
width a sound pressure appears et all possible frequencies 
in the 3Lnd. Thus more sound .appears to ha??@ been emitted 
than was actually the case. :. L-- -- 

. . 
In order to reduce the spectrum actually obtained to . 

an equivalent spectrum that would.be o'btafie-d if the emis- 
sion took place in wave trains, it is necessary to divide 
the recorded spectrum into ,frequency bands of such a width 
that the sum of the pressures found in the middle of the 
bands will equal the total pressure measured by a micro- 
phone. The band width necessary for tbiapurpose is a 
measure of the slowness of change of the vortex configura- 
tions and may be determined by trial and error. . . 

In this way it may be determined that a band width of 
about 50 cycles will yield c0rrec.t values of power per- 
band within experimental error. Table I shows the diBtri- 
bution of numerous quantities along the rod from-hub to 
tip, all based upon a 50-cycle band width for the power 
distribution. The values for.acoustfcal posrer are for the 
band width of 25 cycles on each side of the frequency in 
the previous column. The sum of all the powers is 25.09 
microwatts, a difference of 4 percent from the total 85 
determined by a microphone. A slightly different band 

i__ 
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width could be found such that' theasum of.the .phwers would 
amount to exactly 24 microwatt8 but the accuracy of power . 
measurement does not justify such a procedure. 

A division of the power output in any band by the 
mean frequency over the band will yield svalue for the 
average sound energy associated with each vortex. Such 
values in'ergs are shown In column 4. The energy per vor- 
tex shows a 'maximum'at the same place where the power out- 
put is a maximum, viz, at 0.7 the length of the rod. 

APPARENT SIZE OF VORTICES 

A knowledge of the acoustical output of any source 
enables an estimate to be made of the rate of introduction 
of-fluid, in this case air, at the source. If a source is 
emitting a power P at a frequency f, when located near 
the ground, 

P l-iP z--g- fa. v" ergs/seconh- 

where V is the volume of fluid used.per second, 

P, the density of air. 

c, the velocity of sound. 

A solution for V yields 

V = 2930 F.JF cm'/sec. 

Values of the quantity V are tabulated in table I for 
half the length of the rod, 

It is evident that the volume of air per vortex may 
be obtained by division of column 5 by the frequency. 
Column 6 gives these values. Inspection of column 6 re- 
veals the interesting fact that the volume of a vortex 
does not change a great deal along the rad. Finally, an 
idea of the order of magnitude of the linear dimensions 
of a vortex may be obtainod.by extracting the cube root 
of the volume of a vortex. These ftgures are shomn in 
column 7. It is seen that from the hub out to 0.82 the 
size of the vortices is nearly constant and of the order 

,- 

. 
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of magnitude of a few millimeters. The size decreases 
from this point to the tip, as far as can be judged from 
the emission of sound. 

. Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Langley Field, Va., January 21, 1935. 
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Computed Values of V 

(Theee quantities apply to one half the total length of rod) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Fractional Frequency Acoustical Sound Volume of Volume of Approximate 

length cycles power, energy air used in one vortex linear dimen- 
of rod microwatt6 per vortex, SOUld Sims of one 

ergs emission vortex, 
St 

d 
cm'/sec. ems cm 

0.187 200 0.0145 0.00072 3.93 0.0200 0.271 
.234 250 .cw7o .00103 4.30 .0171 .a58 
.280 300 .0670 .00223 5.66 .OlI38 .264 L_ - 
.327 350 .1485 .0X25 7.21 .0206 .273 
-374 400 .a575 .00890 9.84 .0246 ,289 
.420 450 .2385 .00530 7.07 .0157 .251 

- ,467 500 .2485 .00497 5.02 .0131 - .236 
,514 550 .2950 .00635 6.44 .0117 .227 
.561 600 .2635 .00440 .0094 .209 

- _ .607 6.50 1.4050 .ozao 1x2 .0188 .264 
.654 700 1.8CQO :.@5?5 12.50 .0178 .261 
.701 750 2.9760 :. a.9657 - 15.10 .0200 .271 

-.746 - 800 1.9800 .02475 ll.50 .0144 ,243 
.795 850 .7750 .00912 6.79 .0079 ,199 
.a41 900 .a250 l 00917 6.63 A073 .194 

- 4.22 .0044 - .8W 950 .3785 .00398 ,163 
.935 1,000 .3175 .00317 3.68 .OM7 .153 
.982 1,050 .1025 .00097 2.00 .0018 .l22 

-1.030 - 1,100 .0710 .ooo65 1.58 .0014 .141 
1.075 1,150 .1170 .OOlOl 1.58 .0013 .107 
1.120 1,200 .0585 A0048 1.31 .OOll .102 

La.545 
x2= 
25.09 
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Frequenoy. ko 

Fig. 3 

r.p.r. - 1080 

Figuxe 3.- Sound epeotrs from 34-iaoh rod l t four rotitloaal l peade. 
Vertiobl line indicstee computed frequeaoy for tip. 
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Flgnre 4.- Bonnd spectra from three rods all rotsting at the name tip upeed. . 
Vertical line 1nQicatee ooquted frequency for tlpm. 
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Tigure 6.- i C]EA(L wd Vuintion of premeurs field with rotntio~l mpeecl. I 
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Pignre 6.- Pressure dimtrlbution along la-inoh rod rt four rotntionml Wetidr. 


